CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT, EDCI 644
Spring Semester, 2001  (3 Hours Credit)
TTVN (602 College Station and 702 Houston Cy-Fair)

INSTRUCTOR INFORMATION:
Instructor:           Dr. Patrick Slattery, Associate Professor
Departments:      Teaching, Learning, & Culture (TLAC) & Educational Administration (EDAM)
Office/Phone:      314 Harrington, (979) 845-8397 (Office);  (512) 834-2454 (Home)
Email:                  pslattery@tamu.edu  or  patslat@aol.com (preferred) (NO ATTACHMENTS)
Class Meetings:   Monday Evenings (5:45-8:35pm), Room 408 Harrington Tower
Saturday Class:    January 27, February 17, and March 10 (9am-6pm)
Conference:         April 5 (1pm- 6pm) and April 6 (9am-3pm)
Office Hours:      Monday 1pm-4pm; Wednesday 1pm-5pm
Appointments:     Available upon request by phone, email, or in office.
Class Web Board:   http://www.coe.tamu/wwwboard/edci644

COURSE DESCRIPTION:
This course introduces graduate students to contemporary curriculum development and the foundations of educational curriculum studies. The purpose of this course is to assist practicing and prospective teachers and administrators in the acquisition of concepts and competencies needed for success in planning, implementing, deconstructing, analyzing, and assessing curriculum. This course assumes that curriculum development is crucial to teaching and learning in the postmodern global society and that teaching and learning must be directed toward positive social change and individual empowerment. Thus, this course provides learning experiences that will be instrumental for teachers and administrators in developing their knowledge of curriculum toward these ends. Participants in this course will emerge as reflective professionals and educational leaders capable of critically analyzing the multiple dimensions of curriculum development and capable of implementing a culturally and socially appropriate curriculum for justice, compassion, agency, and ecological sustainability.

COURSE READINGS:


Handouts:  *Contextualizing Teaching* (Preface and Chapter 10) by Kincheloe, Slattery, & Steinberg;  *Lies My Teacher Told Me* (Chapter 1) by James W. Lowen;  *Center for a Postmodern World* (Mission Statement); and possibly others.
ADA:
The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) is a federal anti-discrimination statute that provides comprehensive civil rights protection for persons with disabilities. Among other things, this legislation requires that all students with disabilities be guaranteed a learning environment that provides for reasonable accommodation of their disability. If you believe you have a disability requiring accommodation, please contact the Office of Support Services for Students with Disabilities in Room 126 of the Student Services Building. The phone number is 845-1637.

PLAGIARISM:
The handouts used in this course are copyrighted. “Handouts” are all materials generated for this class, which include but are not limited to syllabi, quizzes, exams, lab problems, in-class materials, review sheets, and additional problem sets. Because these materials are copyrighted, students do not have the right to copy handouts without expressed permission. As commonly defined, plagiarism consists of passing off as one’s own the ideas, words, writings, data base, research notes, web site information, etc. which belong to another. In accordance with this definition, you are committing plagiarism if you copy the work of another person and turn it in as your own, even if you should have the permission of that person. Plagiarism is one of the worst academic offenses, for the plagiarist destroys the trust among colleagues without which research cannot be safely communicated. If you have any questions regarding plagiarism, please consult the latest issue of the Texas A&M University Student Rules, under the section “Scholastic Dishonesty.”

SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY:


INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS:
Instructional strategies may include the following: seminar discussion, lecture, library research, films, small group discussion, guest lectures, individual and group oral presentations, and reading current educational literature. We will attend a two day qualitative research conference in College Station, a one day seminar in Austin, and two Saturday field experiences in Houston.

ATTENDANCE AND PARTICIPATION:
Attendance and participation in class discussions and group work is essential for success in this course. Students will be expected to ask questions and dialogue with the professor and other students during each class session. NO CREDIT will be given for assignments missed because of an unexcused absence, and a grade of 0 will be assigned. In the case of illness or emergency, please submit a written note to the professor following the absence. Please do NOT call in advance unless an extended absence is anticipated. There will be no penalty for excused absences for illness or emergencies, and assignments may be submitted late for excused absences. More than two absences may result in additional readings and written assignments. Saturday field experiences are considered two class sessions. Any student who anticipates that he or she will not be able to participate in the Saturday field experiences should drop this class.

CONTROVERSIAL TOPICS:
Controversy surrounds contemporary curriculum development. Please read the texts, listen to the professor, and evaluate student reports with curiosity and a healthy skepticism. Please ask questions, challenge positions, and present rebuttals. Be sure to allow all students to engage in the discussion. However, please refrain from attacking or belittling the position of an author, professor, guest lecturer, or fellow student. Ad Hominem attacks must be avoided. We are all challenged to listen, question, and debate from an open and inquisitive posture. When the course is completed, students are free to accept or reject any philosophy presented in this course. However, during the semester students are required to explore and understand the various curriculum development theories presented and engage in the class discussions as directed by the professor.
COURSE ASSIGNMENTS:
1. During the first class session small groups of students will be assigned a chapter from the textbook “Curriculum: Alternative Approaches, Ongoing Issues” to read, review, critique, and research. The group will work together throughout the semester preparing a report on this chapter. The group will look at the activities and questions at the end of the chapter for ideas for a research project. Each group will produce a written paper that summarizes the chapter and critically analyzes the issues presented in the chapter. The group will also make an oral presentation on their original research project related to the chapter. The written paper will receive a group grade. However, students will receive an separate grade for the oral presentation based on their individual contribution to the project. The two grades will be added together. (20 points each for a total of 40 points)
2. Students will create a portfolio of essays to be submitted at the end of the course. The portfolio will contain one short essay on each chapter of the text “Curriculum Development in the Postmodern Era” and Chapter 10 of “Contextualizing Teaching” and Chapter 1 of “Curriculum Issues.” (A total of 15 essays). The portfolio will also contain one short essay on each film viewed during the semester. Each essay will be no longer than the front of one 8 ½ x 11 page. The essay will be typed (either single spaced or double spaced). Each essay will offer a critical review of the chapter or film. These essays should be brought to class when the assigned chapter is due, but the portfolio will be submitted for a grade at the end of the semester. Occasionally students will be asked to read these essays in class. Failure to have the essays prepared each week when the readings are due will prevent the student from receiving an “A” for this portion of the course evaluation. (40 points)
3. Attendance and participation. Students must actively participate during each class session. Active participation includes, but is not limited to, the following: asking probing question about the reading assignments, making comments during class discussions, bringing relevant handouts, newspaper clippings, or journal articles to class for distribution to classmates, making recommendations for further reading on a topic under discussion, actively listening to classmates and the professor, suggesting activities to enhance the investigation of a philosophical issue, meeting before or after class with the professor or classmates to discuss issues in more depth. In order to receive a grade of “A” for this portion of the course assessment, students must also write at least one comment or response on the class webboard each week. (20 points)

COURSE GRADING:
90-100 =A (Outstanding Graduate Level Scholarship)
80-89  =B (Excellent Graduate Level Scholarship)
70-79  =C (Acceptable Scholarship)
65-70  =D (Not Graduate Level Scholarship)
SCHEDULE OF READINGS
Jan. 22 (TTVN) “Contextualizing Teaching” (Chapter 10) and “Curriculum Issues” (Chapter 1)
Jan. 27 (Houston) “Curriculum Development” (Chs. 1-2) and “Curriculum Issues” (Chs. 2 and 4)
Feb. 12 (TTVN) “Curriculum Development” (Chapters 4 and 5)
Feb. 17 (Houston) “Curriculum Development” (Chapter 6 and 10)
Mar. 5 (TTVN) “Curriculum Development” (Chapter 8 and 9)
Mar. 10 (Austin) “Curriculum Development” (Chapters 11-13)
Mar. 19 (TTVN) “Curriculum Issues” (Chapters 3 and 5)
Apr. 5 (College Station) “Curriculum Development” (Chapter 3)
Apr. 6 (College Station) “Curriculum Development” (Chapter 7)
Apr. 23 (TTVN) “Curriculum Issues” (Chapters 6 and 7)
Apr. 30 (TTVN) “Curriculum Issues” (Chapters 8 and 9)

FILMS:
There are several films related to themes in the textbook that I would recommend for viewing. We will have the opportunity to view a few of these films during the course. Students may want to rent the other films for future viewing after the course is over.
“A Lesson Before Dying” by Ernest J. Gaines
“The Autobiography of Miss Jane Pittman” by Ernest J. Gaines
“Integrating the Curriculum” by ASCD
“Off Track” by Teachers College Press
“XXXY”
“In the Life”
“Licensed to Kill”
“Little Secrets”
“American History X”
“Higher Education”
“Vukovar”
“PBS Documentary: Helen Keller and Anne Sullivan”
“PBS Documentary: Albert Einstein”
“PBS Documentary: How the West Was Lost” (6 Parts)
“Children in America’s Schools” PBS Special with Bill Moyers and Jonathan Kozol
“At Play in the Fields of the Lord”
“The Mission”
“Secrets and Lies”
“Lone Star”
“Dead Poets Society”
“Dangerous Minds”
“Stand and Deliver”
“Pollock”
“Basquiat”
“Eurpoa, Europa”